
India v England 2012        by Hemical

If selected, several members of the England tour party and several Indians who played in Tests in 2012 will be making 
their first appearances in a Pataudi Trophy series
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Across

1 City gets gift-wrapped 
pair of statues (6)

4 Perhaps blintzes can 
speak after a fashion (8)

10 Flower centres 
absorb pressure from 
Dublin bars? (5,4)

11 Different rip-off to 
the rear (5)

12 Sloop almost falling 
apart by itself (4)

13 Father gets, rather 
surprisingly, free pink 
letter-opener (5,5)

15 All right at home and 
away, finally dropping 
off in Japan (7)

16 Woman, about 25, 
right to leave and calm 
down (6)

19 Hide before 
journalist gets attacked 
with missiles (6)

21 English player's 
associate not back after 
the dropping of negative 
charge (7)

23 Man responsible for 
rivers contaminated 
with soup (10)

25 English player is no 
second-rate automaton 
(4)

27 Old hag I leave for a 
guard (5)

28 Indian player with 
swirling drain in tub (9)

29 Never again, not 
being one to pine? (2,6)

30 English player 

essential to chicken do 
pyaza (6)

Down

1 Yogi possibly heard to 
pack away English 
player (8)

2 I'll stifle subversive 
form of art (5,4)

3 Indian player of mah-
jong on the way up (4)

5 Responds to 
uncomfortable rawness 
(7)

6 Clothing stores have 
clearance in disguises 
(10)

7 Billhook regularly 

dropped and picked up 
by Indian player (5)

8 Live in a kind of ice 
(6)

9 Shake after climbing 
up to top-class Indian 
player (6)

14 Threaten by 
disturbing a caged bird 
(7,3)

17 Controversial issue 
of stolen trophy found 
near spa town's centre 
(3,6)

18 Grabs bridge partners 
occupied on unfinished 
game (8)

20 Slaver physician 
corrupts bible (7)

21 Crushes argument 
that's interrupted 
recording final part of 
"Porgy and Bess" (6)

22 One quiet victory for 
an Indian player (6)

24 English player to 
jump up - about time! 
(5)

26 English player of 
Olympic class at sailing 
(4)


